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AMCHP Releases Guide to Federal Maternal Health Legislation

Washington, D.C. – The Association of Maternal & Child Health Programs (AMHCP) recently published a [maternal health bill tracker](#) to help folks interested in federal maternal health policy stay on top of the more than 30 federal bills introduced so far this year focused on improving maternal health in the U.S.

The tracker provides key information on pending legislation related to maternal health, including concise summaries, bill sponsors, links to the bills on congress.gov, committee information, and the current status of each bill. AMCHP government affairs staff will update the tracker at least weekly to ensure the information stays relevant and accurate. Webpage users can search by bill title and select key topics from a drop-down menu to refine their bill search. For questions, comments, or corrections, webpage users should e-mail govtaffairs@amchp.org.

# # #

AMCHP is the national membership association of state maternal and child health leaders. As an advocate, resource and partner, AMCHP’s mission is to protect and promote the optimal health of women, children, and families. We envision a nation that values and invests in the health and well-being of all women, children, families, and communities. For more information, visit [www.amchp.org](http://www.amchp.org) or connect with AMCHP on Facebook or Twitter.